
R E A L I  Z E

to meet all of your retrofi t needs
Relight Renovation Products



REALIZE YOUR BUILDING’S POTENTIAL

Renovating your lighting should deliver:
•   Revitalized look of the space
•   Enhanced lighting quality
•   Reduced energy and maintenance costs
•   Greener, more sustainable materials
•   Ability to upgrade lighting without disrupting   
     operations or existing installation

The RENOVATION challenge

With our relight solution, occupants will 
notice and appreciate a marked improvement 
in how your space looks and feels. You’ll 
enjoy savings and reduced maintenance 
costs in a greener, more sustainable building. 
These goals can be accomplished cost 
effectively and with minimal disruption to 
your business.

Upgrade internal fi xture 
components with relight 
assembly containing fewer, 
longer-life lamps – and reduce 
your energy use up to 67%.

REDUCE

Leave the fi xture housing and 
wiring in place to reuse with 
the new kit. No need to enter 
the ceiling or rewire.

REUSEREUSE

Recycle aluminum louver, 
channel cover, lamps and 
ballasts in an environmentally 
friendly way.

RECYCLE

The RELIGHT solution



RELIGHT PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

COMMERCIAL INDOOR PRODUCT GUIDE: RELIGHT ASSEMBLY KITS
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Consult Lithonia.com for more information.
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ARCHITECTURAL PERFORMANCE /PERFORMANCE 

HPT8 Relight 

kit for deep-

cell

parabolics - 

volumetric 

louvered
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kit for deep-
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- volumetric 

lensed

HPT8 Relight kit 

for lensed 

troffers - 
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lensed
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Relight kits

for  deep-cell 
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Premium T5 

Relight kits
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troffers - 
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       ES8R                    RT8RT                    RT8R                    RT5RT                   RT5R                 RTLEDRT              RTLEDR

2x4 and 2x2 

recessed 
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mount, consult 
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2x4 and 2x2 
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High reflec-

tance white, 

ribbed reflec-

tor and frosted 

refractor with 

linear facets; 

black brackets

High reflec-

tance white, 

ribbed reflector 

and frosted 

refractor with 

linear facets; 

white brackets

High reflec-

tance white, 

ribbed reflec-

tor and frosted 

refractor with 

linear facets; 

white brackets
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refractor lens
Linear 

refractor lens

Diffuse

volumetric

Diffuse

volumetric

High reflec-

tance white, 

ribbed reflec-

tor and frosted 

refractor with 

linear facets; 

white brackets

High reflec-

tance white, 

ribbed reflec-

tor and frosted 

refractor with 

linear facets; 

black brackets

2x4 and 2x2 

recessed 

lensed troffers  

or parabolics

 (1x4,  or 
surface, consult 

factory)

2x4 and 2x2 

recessed 

parabolics 

(1x4 or surface 
mount, consult 

factory)

Premium LED 

Relight kits

for  lensed 

troffers - 

volumetric 

lensed

Premium LED 

Relight kits

for  deep-cell 

parabolics - 

volumetric 

lensed

NA* NA*

* LED is measured in absolute photometry.



BEFORE AFTER

Photo below represents a typical installation in a small offi  ce. The three-lamp traditional T8 parabolic lighting is retrofi tted with an RTLEDR 
relight volumetric assembly kit. The realized energy savings is greater than 35 watts per fi xture. The total combined installtion time is less 
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Ordering Information

Series

Series

Lamps/Confi gurations

Lamps/Confi gurations

2RT5R
Recessed volumetric
relight for parabolics
(black end plates)

28T5

54T5HO 
14T5     

24T5HO

232

217

2RT5RT
Recessed volumetric
relight for lensed troff ers
(white end plates and trim)

T8

2RT8R
Recessed volumetric
relight for parabolics
(black end plates)

2RT8RT
Recessed volumetric
relight for lensed troff ers
(white end plates and trim)

2ES8R
Recessed louvered
relight for parabolics
(black end plates)

2ES8RT
Recessed louvered
relight for lensed troff ers
(white end plates and trim)

Voltage

Voltage

Ballast

Ballast

MVOLT       347

(blank)        MVOLT

347             347 volts

PS, high effi  ciency, 
.95bf (normal)

PS, step-dimming 
high effi  ciency, 
.95bf (normal)

PS, high effi  ciency, 
1.15bf (high)

PS, step-dimming 
high effi  ciency, 
1.15bf (high)

PS, 1.0bf for T5HO 
lamps

GEB95 

GEB95S 

GEB115 

GEB115S 

GEP10PS 

BILP 

BINP 

BIHP 

BSNP

(CEE Certifi ed)

T5

Example:    2RT5R 28T5 MVOLT GEB95

2-lamp, 28W (2x4)

2-lamp, 14W (2x4)

2-lamp, 14W (2x2)

2-lamp, 24WHO (2x2)

2-lamp, 32W (2x4)

2-lamp, 17W (2x2)

IS, high effi  ciency, 
.78bf (low)

IS, high effi  ciency, 
.88bf (normal)

IS, high effi  iciency, 
1.20bf (high)

PS, step-dimming 
high effi  ciency, 
.88bf (normal)

Series Lumens/Confi gurations Voltage/Driver Ballast/Controls

2RTLR
Recessed LED volumetric
relight for parabolics
(black end plates)

2RTLRT
Recessed LED Volumetric
relight for lensed troff ers
(white end plates and trim)

43L

30L

43L

30L

2x4, 4300 delivered 
lumens

2x2, 3000 delivered 
lumens

2x4, 4300 delivered 
lumens

2x2, 3000 delivered 
lumens

(blank)        MVOLT

347             347 volts
       (consult factory)

D50,  2x4, 50 watts

D45,  2x2, 45 watts

LED
LP835   82 CRI, 3500K

NX       (Dimming Driver, 
                  no controls)

 

Relight Solutions 
T5 premier (.95bf )
T8 HP (.88bf )
T8 HP (.78bf )
LED

Troffers & Parabolics 8’ Strips & Industrials 

58 39
55 31
48 27
50 45

QUICK REFERENCE for TYPICAL INPUT WATTAGE SAVINGS

2’x2’  2’x4’   
Relight Solutions 
T8 HP (tandem 4’) 108

Existing Fixtures
2-lamp F96HO (mag)
2-lamp F96HO (elec)
2-lamp F96IS (mag)
2-lamp F96IS (elec)

249
205
160
132

Existing Fixtures
4-lamp T12
4-lamp T8
3-lamp T12
3-lamp T8
2-lamp T12
2-lamp T8 std.

144 ---
110 ---
115 84
 88 90
 86 86
 60 60

2’x2’  2’x4’  
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